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Haemodynamic responses to radial motion in the visual cortex
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Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is an optical imaging technique that relies on emitting near-infrared light into cortical tissue to measure changes in haemoglobin concentrations as a result of stimulation. The purpose of this study was to observe haemodynamic changes in response to moving stimuli over the primary visual cortex. The test stimuli were radially expanding and contracting concentric gratings and the control stimulus was a matched stationary pattern. A two-channel oximeter (Oxiplex TS) was used to record changes in oxyhaemoglobin (HbO), de-oxyhaemoglobin (Hb) and total haemoglobin concentrations (THb). An increase in haemodynamic activation was observed 20 s after the onset of motion and maintained for up to 20 s following motion offset (30 s time window). This was compared to a time window of 10 s before the offset of the stationary presentation. Differences between expanding and contracting motion did not achieve significance at any of the locations. However, a significantly larger HbO response was observed across the 30 s time window when compared to the baseline window at both occipital locations. Preliminary results from more temporal locations also showed a similar trend. It is suggested that the delayed rise in HbO levels could be due to an inconsistent maintenance of luminance and contrast-related features of the moving stimuli in V1 receptive fields. Furthermore, motion-after effects could have contributed to delaying the drop to baseline levels. The current study has shown some evidence that fNIRS can be used to record haemodynamic responses to moving stimuli from the visual cortex. We suggest that longer durations of randomised moving, stationary and grey screen presentations would be useful in teasing apart pure motion responses and after-effects. fNIRS could also potentially be used to investigate haemodynamic changes in disorders such as amblyopia that present with motion processing deficits.
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Introduction

Functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is an optical imaging technique that relies on the principle of shining light of different wavelengths (visible and near infrared) into tissue to estimate absolute and relative changes in haemoglobin concentration as a response to stimulation. Specifically, studies on visual perception have shown increased activation over areas of the visual cortex as a result of exposure to a variety of visual stimuli such as flashes, checkerboards and faces. However, one important class of visual stimuli which has not been studied adequately using fNIRS, is that of visual motion. Other studies investigating temporal and spatial correlates of visual motion have used visual evoked potentials (VEPs) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), respectively. fNIRS is unique in that it provides spatio-temporal resolution, is inexpensive, simple and practical to use on people of any age group and it can...
also directly measure absolute changes in haemoglobin concentrations. If fNIRS were to be sensitive enough to detect changes in haemoglobin concentration in response to visual motion, it could potentially be used to investigate disorders such as amblyopia that present with motion-processing deficits. Therefore, in the current study, our aim was to compare changes in chromophore concentrations between moving concentric gratings and corresponding stationary presentations in normal observers.

Materials and methods

Observers

Nine observers were recruited from university students and employees (age range: 20–35 y). All observers had visual acuity of 6/6 or better in each eye (Bailie–Lovie LogMAR chart) with appropriate refractive correction if required. Also, they had no history of any visual disorders. In accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, all participants gave their informed consent and the study had the approval of the local ethical committee.

Visual stimulation

Stimuli were presented on a 17 inch monitor (Iiyama, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands) refreshed at 100 Hz. Observers were asked to fixate on a stationary marker at the centre of the screen at a test distance of 1 metre (field size of 20.7° × 15.4). A grey screen was presented at the start for 30 s, to provide a pre-trial baseline. Test stimuli were sinusoidally modulated radially expanding and contracting concentric rings with a spatial frequency of 0.333 cycles per degree and 90% contrast plotted at a resolution of 800 × 600. The test stimuli were alternated with stationary presentations of the same for 30 s each (Figure 1). Each observer was presented with stimuli in a six minute session which consisted of six 1 min long segments (30 s of expansion/contraction followed by 30 s of stationary presentation).

fNIRS recordings

A fNIRS oximeter (OxiplexTS ISS Inc., Champaign, Illinois, USA) was used to measure absolute changes in haemoglobin concentrations. Eight sources were modulated at 110 MHz and emitted light at 834 nm (four sources) and 692 nm (four sources). The sensor was a flat flexible pad that housed a detector and four emitter pairs at fixed distances from each other (1.93–3.51 cm). Detected light was used to calculate the slopes of averaged light intensity [direct current (DC)], modulated intensity [alternating current (AC)] and the phase from the fixed emitter–detector measurements. These values were converted to absolute concentrations of oxyhaemoglobin (HbO) and deoxy haemoglobin (Hb) using a modified version of the Beer–Lambert Law. Total haemoglobin concentration (THb) was calculated to be the sum of HbO and Hb. Recordings were taken from nine observers over locations O1 and O2 (based on the International 10–20 system of Electrode Placement). Locations overlying the
central sulcus along the midline were ignored as they have previously been shown to produce non-significant haemodynamic responses to visual stimuli. In five of these observers, we also recorded from scalp locations overlying the P7–PO7 and P8–PO8 regions.

**Data Analysis**

Each six minute segment was normalised with respect to the pre-stimulus grey screen baseline. The data were de-trended and each one minute segment (30 s of expansion/contraction and 30 s of stationary) was normalised with respect to the last 10 s of its corresponding stationary presentation. The response reached baseline levels consistently across all observers during this time window of 10 s. Twenty seconds after motion stimulus onset, HbO levels rose and stayed above baseline levels during the time window between 20 s after motion stimulus onset and 20 s after stationary stimulus onset. Therefore, two windows were selected and haemoglobin concentration levels were averaged for the statistical analyses—onset response (duration 30 s) and baseline (duration 10 s). IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Version 16.0; www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/) was used to carry out statistical analyses. First, comparisons between HbO responses to expanding and contracting stimuli were made at both locations for the onset response window [two factor repeated measure of analysis of variance (ANOVA)]. Observing no differences, responses across both stimuli were pooled together and compared at each of the two time windows [baseline and onset response] in two-factor repeated measures of ANOVA. Greenhouse–Geisser correction epsilon was used in cases where the Mauchly’s sphericity test for normality was violated to correct the degrees of freedom.

**Results**

Changes in HbO, Hb and THb concentration levels were observed in response to the moving visual stimuli at both occipital locations. No significant differences were observed between expanding and contracting radial motion at both locations (Figure 2). Data were pooled across expanding and contracting motion (Figure 3). HbO levels slowly increased following a lag of nearly 20–25 s. This response lasted for up to 20 s into the stationary presentation period. Following this, the response dropped to baseline levels. A relative increase in THb and a decrease in Hb concentrations were also observed. Statistical comparisons revealed that HbO levels during the onset response was significantly larger than the baseline levels at both locations \( F(1,8) = 40; \ p < 0.001 \). Differences between locations did not achieve significance.

Preliminary recordings made from the scalp locations overlying P7–P7 and P8–P8 on five observers also showed the same trend as that of O1 and O2 (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

fNIRS is an accessible technique for measuring absolute changes in chromophore concentration in response to cortical stimulation and can be employed in normative studies of adults, infants and children and also across

---

**Figure 2.** Averaged HbO ± standard error of mean: responses during onset response time window to expanding and contracting radial motion at locations O1 and O2.
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Specifically, some studies have investigated haemodynamic responses to visual stimuli using fNIRS and very few have explored changes in chromophore concentration to complex properties such as motion and depth. Previously, Schroeter and colleagues (24) used rotating L-shaped structures and a reversing checkerboard to compare responses obtained from regions within the visual cortex. In another study by Hashimoto and colleagues, haemodynamic responses to peripheral drift illusion were observed at locations overlying middle temporal (MT). Whilst both studies have detected changes in haemoglobin levels, standard motion stimuli and responses to real motion and pattern could not be clearly teased apart. In the current study, we have used conventional motion stimuli.

Figure 3. Averaged responses ± standard error of mean: change in HbO (red line), Hb (blue line) and THb (green line) concentrations for locations O1 and O2 (n = 9). Moving period of the stimulus (expanding/contracting): grey area. Stationary pattern: white area. Onset response and baseline time windows are outlined by lines with arrowheads and circles, respectively. (A colour version of this figure is available on the web.)

Figure 4. Averaged responses ± standard error of mean: change in HbO (red line), Hb (blue line) and THb (green line) concentrations for locations P7–PO7 and P8–PO8 (n = 5). Moving period of the stimulus (expanding/contracting): grey area. Stationary pattern: white area.
such as radially expanding and contracting concentric gratings,11-14,16,25-27 and matched stationary presentations.

In accordance with results from Bach and colleagues [2000], no significant differences were observed between responses to expanding and contracting moving presentations.17 However, these results are in disagreement with other studies that have reported one type of motion to be stronger than the other.14,26,28-31

Studies from our lab have shown that HbO levels, in response to visual stimulation such as checkerboards and stereograms, start to rise within 10 s of stimulus onset.2,8,23 However, in the current study, a longer delay was observed (20 s following moving stimulus onset). We suggest that luminance and contrast-related features of moving presentations, unlike stationary presentations, were not maintained for long enough on V1 receptive cells to elicit an early and stable rise in HbO levels. An additive influence of these inconsistent effects could have eventually resulted in a delayed rise in the response. Alternatively, motion after-effects could also have accounted for the late recovery to baseline levels. Whilst delays analogous to that of the current study have not been reported in fMRI literature, Tootell and colleagues15 have shown that expanding and contracting motion produced strong after-effects that leaked into successive presentations.19 In the current study, these effects were observed at more temporal locations, thought to be specifically motion-sensitive (likely overlying area MT).

Whilst these are only preliminary results, the current study has shown that fNIRS is sensitive enough to detect motion-specific responses. We believe that these effects can be further enhanced in a paradigm with a randomised order of moving, stationary and grey screen presentations of longer durations. Studies from our lab have shown that HbO levels, in response to fused visual disorders such as amblyopia that present with motion-processing problems.
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